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We are pleased to present the fifth

consumer protection while reducing

Business Plan for the Business Practices

regulatory burden for businesses. We also

and Consumer Protection Authority, now

launched Consumer Protection BC as a

doing business as Consumer Protection

new brand, clarifying our unique position

BC, which covers the period from 2010

in providing consumer protection services.

to 2012. Since 2004, the Board and
executive of Consumer Protection BC have
been actively engaged in the annual process
of developing the business objectives of
the organization. These activities have
resulted in annual reviews of our business
plans and publishing of rolling three-year
business plans each year.

During these challenging economic times,
consumer protection becomes more
critical. In order to continue to provide
consumer protection services during these
challenging times, we are continuing to
streamline our operations, create more
efficiencies and maintain a fiscally
responsible approach. We are focusing

In 2009, we continued our planning

on the increased use of web-based tools

processes, building on our previous work,

to achieve greater efficiencies. Our

refining our goals and objectives, and

redesigned website will make it easier for

identifying strategies to achieve the goals.

our stakeholders to access information

Our goals are:

from us and do business transactions with

• Goal 1:  Inform consumers about us so
they know how to access our services.
• Goal 2:  Reduce the incidence
of violations.
• Goal 3:  Enhance cooperative
relationships with our stakeholders.

us. We are becoming a more risk-based
organization, targeting our resources in
the areas where they are most required.
This Business Plan will serve to strengthen
our existing service delivery. The strategies
highlighted in this plan will continue to
support our vision of a marketplace that is

Consumer Protection BC continues to

fair to both consumers and businesses.

make significant progress. In 2009, we

We look forward to working together

assumed new responsibilities with the

with all our stakeholders to protect the

regulation of payday lenders and home

consumers of B.C. over the coming years.

inspectors.  New Travel Industry Regulations
became effective in 2009, reflecting several
years of us working together with industry,
consumer and government stakeholders.
This was an example of how cooperation
among stakeholders can serve to improve
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Frank Barr
Chair, Board of Directors

Terry Barnett
President and CEO		
			

corporate overview

who we are
The Business Practices and Consumer Protection
Authority, now doing business as Consumer Protection
BC , was established in 2004 as a not-for-profit corporation
to strengthen consumer protection in B.C. We promote a

We provide B.C.’s public with information regarding
how to become more informed consumers, through
our website and toll free inquiry line. We also investigate
complaints when it appears there may be a violation of
B.C.’s consumer protection law.

marketplace that is fair to both consumers and businesses.

We work to ensure that those we

We administer our province’s consumer protection laws

license meet certain standards, including

as our guideline when providing services.

financial, education and reporting

Our mandate is to:
• Deliver consumer protection services throughout
British Columbia
• Promote fairness and understanding in the marketplace
• Enforce consumer protection laws in B.C.

WHAT WE DO
We deliver consumer protection services throughout
B.C. and our core business includes:
• Responding to inquiries and complaints from B.C.
consumers and businesses
• Educating consumers and businesses about their
rights and responsibilities
• Licensing specific businesses and occupations
• Inspecting licensed businesses and occupations to ensure
they are in accordance with B.C.’s consumer protection laws
• Investigating alleged violations of consumer
protection laws and following up with progressive
enforcement action

requirements. Consumer Protection BC
is responsible for licensing and regulating
the following businesses and occupations:
• Travel (travel agencies and wholesalers)
• Telemarketing
• Debt collection (including debt collection agencies,
debt collectors, bailiffs and debt poolers)
• Cremation, interment and funeral services (including funeral
service providers, funeral directors, embalmers, cemeteries
and crematoria)
• Motion pictures (including the video retailers, motion
picture distribution and theatres)
• Credit reporting agencies and direct sellers
• Home Inspectors
• Payday lenders
We also identify, track and respond to emerging issues
in the B.C. marketplace to ensure that businesses are
communicating clearly and honestly to consumers about
their products or services, be it through their contracts,
disclosure of information, sales promises or advertising.

• Providing recommendations to government regarding
enhancements to B.C.’s consumer protection laws
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OUR VISION, MISSION AND VALUES
Our Vision

To Our Employees, We Will

A marketplace that is fair to both consumers and businesses.

• Promote an environment of learning, mutual respect,
ethical conduct and team work

Our Mission
We provide innovative, responsive leadership in the B.C.
marketplace, promote fairness and understanding and
administer legislation in the public interest.

• Encourage the use of initiative and support their ability
to make decisions quickly and effectively
• Demonstrate leadership and open communication and
• Be committed to a workplace that is safe, healthy and

Our Values
To Our Stakeholders, We Will
• Protect consumers and businesses from unfair practices while
minimizing regulatory burdens and maintaining
B.C.’s competitive position
• Foster a culture of voluntary compliance by businesses
and consumers who know their rights and responsibilities
• Be a fair and responsive organization, focused on
achieving results
• Demonstrate professionalism and integrity in all
our dealings
• Reflect the needs and values of the people of B.C.
in our policies and operations and
• Be open, transparent and accountable while
respecting the privacy of our stakeholders.
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free from harassment, with equal opportunity for all.

Our Management Principles
Consumer Protection BC is committed to organizational excellence
and we have identified the following principles to help us achieve this.
Effective and Efficient Service Delivery

Valuing Our Staff

We promote a culture of continuous improvement in the

We value our employees and recognize that employee

delivery of our services. To achieve this, we will continue to

engagement is important to business success. We will

create comprehensive policies and processes and refine our

develop an intranet site; develop and implement a

planning and performance measurement framework.

human resource plan and strategy; implement, measure,
and monitor the human resource plan; and undertake

Fiscal Responsibility

labour / union negotiations.

As a not-for-profit organization, we must balance
revenue with expenditures in order to be responsible
fiscal managers. We will continue to efficiently manage
our financial resources in order to deliver on this business
plan’s goals and objectives. This financial management
consists of reviews of our investment strategy existing
fee model and overall expenditure levels.

Effective Stewardship
We serve the public interest by being an effective steward
of consumer protection law in B.C. Changing economic
conditions, trends and stakeholder expectations require us
to keep pace by monitoring the marketplace. To do this,
we will undertake research, issue analysis and needs
assessments. We will identify emerging issues through

Engaging Our Stakeholders

consultation with the public and businesses and by

We will continue to enhance our ability to deliver value to

monitoring investigations for trends. In order to address

our stakeholders by increasing awareness of Consumer

the issues that arise, we will take appropriate actions which

Protection BC and our services. We are developing a

may include providing recommendations to the government

stakeholder engagement program and plan to formalize

to address the issues through the establishment of relevant,

and support enhancing our interactions with stakeholders.

meaningful and cost-effective regulations.
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Planning Context
We are required by legislation and an administrative agreement
to prepare a three-year business plan by December 31 of each
year and make the plan available to the public. Our business
plan includes our long-term goals, shorter-term objectives,
strategies for achieving the objectives, and the performance
measures that will be used to determine whether or not the
goals and objectives are being met. It includes both the high
level vision and mission statements of the organization as well

Risk-Based Approach
In view of limited resources, we will follow a risk-based
approach, targeting resources to the areas of greatest risk
and recognizing that all services cannot be provided for
every need.

Increasing Responsibilities

as the strategic objectives which would meet the mission set

As new consumer protection issues arise, we may need to take

out by the Board.

on additional responsibilities to address them. To improve

The planning context for our work identifies factors which
may affect our business performance. The challenges which
we face over the next three years include:

our protection of consumers, we will pursue consolidation
of consumer protection functions and offer the provision of
consumer protection services to other organizations.

Economic Climate
The economic climate presents challenges to both
Consumer Protection BC and our stakeholders. Although
economic recovery appears to be underway in Canada,
uncertainty in the economic climate will continue to
affect us and our stakeholders.
The Central 1 Credit Union for the B.C. region notes that
although B.C.’s economy is expected to grow in 2010,
with a temporary boost by the Winter Olympics,
economic growth will remain below average until
2012-13. B.C.’s employment rate will stay high in 2010,
but will decline to below seven per cent in 2011.
Another factor that may affect both consumers and
businesses is the implementation of the Harmonized
Sales Tax (HST) which will come into effect on July 1, 2010.

Technology Changes
The increasing use of electronic technology by stakeholders
provides opportunities for us to engage with our stakeholders in
a cost-effective and more inclusive way. As access is important
to stakeholders, we will continue to utilize a variety of channels,
such as telephone and mail, as well as more web based tools, to
provide options for access to our services.
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OUR GOALS FOR 2010-2012
GOAL 1 INFORM CONSUMERS ABOUT US SO THEY KNOW HOW TO ACCESS OUR SERVICES
As part of our core business, we perform public education, communication and media relations activities to provide
information and resources to the public through various means, including web, print, radio, television, and live
interactions through community outreach and public speaking engagements. Through our toll free inquiry line
and written communication, we respond to about 15,000 inquiries and complaints a year.
In addition to our core business activities, we will undertake the following strategic initiatives:

Objective 1

Objective 2

Raise our profile so more consumers will know

Develop consumer education services to help

when to access our services

consumers make informed decisions

Strategies

Strategies

1.	Implement a strategic communications plan,

1.	Develop and implement a consumer education strategy,

including service definition, earned media,

including enhancing information on consumer rights,

branding and advertising.

priorities and content.

2.	Work with partners to increase our profile, including

2.	Develop and implement a collateral and publication strat-

referrals to and from other agencies, developing web

egy – what, when and how, integrated with the strategic

links and issuing window decals to build awareness.

communications plan (see Objective 1, Strategy 1).

3.	Develop and implement an online strategy,

3.	Provide consumer information on industry web portals for

including new web tools, social media and

licensed industries.

subdomain identification and launch.

Performance Measure

2010

2011

2012

% of consumers access / awareness of our services

1%

2%

3%

% of customers satisfied with our services

67%

72%

77%
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GOAL 2 REDUCE THE INCIDENCE OF VIOLATIONS
We license specific industries and occupations, inspect licensees, monitor business practices, respond to complaints and enforce
delegated legislation. Under the risk-management model, we screen for potential offenders and identify high risk areas. In most
instances, we work with businesses to achieve voluntary compliance with the legislation.  However, where this is not possible, we
undertake enforcement activities to reach compliance, whether voluntary or involuntary.  Reducing the incidences of violations
will support fairness for businesses and increase the protection of consumers.
In addition to our core business activities, we will undertake the following strategic initiatives:

Objective 1

Objective 2

Educate businesses to foster a climate

Focus on high risk violations

of voluntary compliance

Strategies
Strategies
1.	Develop industry web portals for licensed sectors,
including electronic account management, business

1.

Enhance the compliance risk management framework.

2.

Launch violation reduction task forces as a permanent
requirement with different purposes and memberships,

education and online renewals/forms processing.

Performance Measure

7

such as a debt collection task force.

2010

2011

2012

% reduction in serious violations

5%

5%

5%

% of acceptable inspection outcomes

62%

64%

66%

GOAL 3 ENHANCE COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONSUMER PROTECTION BC
AND ITS STAKEHOLDERS
In order to obtain stakeholder input into our business processes,

and individual project level is important because it informs

we have led a variety of stakeholder engagement activities.

stakeholders about the organization’s progress on stakeholder

These include the establishment of Industry Advisory Groups to

engagement and on the incorporation of stakeholder input.

advise us on issues, individual meetings with key stakeholder

Stakeholder engagement can serve to offset risks by helping

representatives, participation in industry association meetings

us to anticipate and manage issues, gain the support of key

and consumer forums, and consultation with businesses. We

stakeholders for initiatives and improve decision-making.

have also surveyed stakeholders to identify emerging issues
and opportunities for service improvement.
We undertake research and development, conduct surveys ,
monitor trends and identify options for closing market place

In addition to our core business activities, we will undertake
the following strategic initiative:

Objective 1

gaps. On an ongoing basis, we keep government updated on

Improve our ability to identify and respond to

issues and work with them on enhancements to B.C.’s consumer

stakeholders’ needs

protection laws. For example, we were involved in consultations
on proposals to regulate payday loan companies and
home inspectors.

Strategies
1.	Implement a new stakeholder engagement plan,

We recognize that stakeholder engagement supports

including engaging stakeholders to participate in

building constructive relationships between an organization

consultations and in cooperative development and imple-

and its stakeholders.  Reporting at both the corporate level

mentation of solutions.

Performance Measure

2010

2011

2012

% of businesses satisfied with the fairness of our processes and services

71%

73%

75%
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OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGETS

The following operating and capital budgets outline
the financial resources required to deliver the
2010 - 2012 business plan objectives. To minimize
impact on licensees during these difficult economic
times, we have maintained our license fees at the 2004
level. As a result of maintaining these historic fee levels,
we are now experiencing inflationary and other cost
pressures. To address these pressures, a fee review was
completed in 2009 and a fee consultation process will
occur in 2010 with potential changes effective in 2011.
As well, to address these cost pressures with minimal
impact on our stakeholders, we will be drawing down
our reserve through budgeted deficits in 2010 to 2012
which will allow us to complete priority projects
identified through our planning model. Future years
will see us maintain a break even budget.
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Consumer
Protection
BC
Our Management
Principles
Operating
Budget
- Business
2010 to 2012
Consumer
Protection
BCPlan
is committed

to organizational excellence
and we have identified the following principles to help us achieve this.

Resources & Outputs

Fiscal year ($ millions)

1

2010

2011

2012

Revenues 2

5.262

4.667

4.905

5.027

Operating Expenditures 3

4.960

5.044

5.116

5.139

Excess of Revenue over Expenditures

0.302

(0.377)

(0.211)

(0.112)

40.0

38.0

38.0

38.0

2009

FTEs 4
				

Notes: 1 2009 Revenue & Expenditure projections based on October 31, 2009 year to date actuals and projected amounts for the remaining 2 months of the year.		
2

Revenues based on 2010 working budget plus potential incremental revenue amounts. 3 Operating Expenditures based on 2010 -2012 working budget plus estimates

for prioritized projects in support of the 2010-2012 Business Plan. 4 FTEs based on projected usage for 2009 and approved organizational chart for 2010 to 2012.

								

Capital Budget - Business Plan 2010 to 2012
Resources & Outputs

Fiscal year ($ millions)
1

2010

2011

2012

Priority Projects

0.100

0.055

0.000

0.000

Relocation Costs  2

0.030

0.670

0.000

0.000

Base Purchases

0.015

0.050

0.050

0.050

Total

0.145

0.775

0.050

0.050

2009

					

				

Notes: 1 2009 Expenditure projections based on October 31, 2009 year to date actuals and projected amounts for the remaining 2 months of the year.			
2

Relocation costs includes tenant improvements and furniture purchases.
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OUR MAILING ADDRESS
Consumer Protection BC
PO Box 9244
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9J2

OUR HEADQUARTERS
5th Floor, 1019 Wharf Street
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9J2

Contact Our
Inquiry Centre
Phone: 604.320.1667
Toll free: 1.888.564.9963
Fax: 250.920.7181
Email: info@consumerprotectionbc.ca

Contact Our
Licensing Department
Phone: 604.320.1664
Toll Free: 1.888.777.4393
Fax: 250.920.7181
Email: operations@consumerprotectionbc.ca

Copyright 2009 by Consumer Protection BC

www.consumerprotectionbc.ca

